
Overview of the Cornerstone Curriculum 
Some notes about using this guidebook. 

 

Thank you for engaging in Circuit Ministry in Iowa, whether you are co-leading a circuit or taking these concepts to the 

local church.  It is hoped that Circuit Ministry along with the tools, concepts, and patterns described in this guidebook 

will provide the tools to “Make Disciples of Jesus Christ for the Transformation of the World.”    

 

The primary intent of this Circuit Cornerstone Curriculum is to provide guidance to each circuit in the Iowa Conference 

as each forms a solid foundation in its first year, focusing this material on the participants in the Circuit Meeting while 

expecting each church to adopt the pieces that fit its context. 

 

This Cornerstone Curriculum seeks to establish the following goals 

for the first year of a circuit: 

1. Establish the Circuit Meeting as a point of deep connection 

with God and others, gauged through the priority of worship 

and establishment of a covenant. 

2. Cultivate a common language across the entire the Iowa 

Conference, accomplished through engaging shared video 

teachings and two essential texts: 

• The Anatomy of Peace: Resolving the Heart of 

Conflict by The Arbinger Institute 

• Strengthening the Soul of Your Leadership:  Seeking God in the Crucible of Ministry by Ruth Haley Barton 

3. Gain positive movement toward God’s vision for each church and circuit, indicated through active engagement 

in the comprehensive Ministry Action Planning process with leaders in the local church. 

 

Each circuit will establish its own pattern and pacing, adapting the resources to its own setting.  The goal is for every 

circuit to complete eight Cornerstones by the end of the first year.  Even as each circuit makes this process its own, the 

Appointive Cabinet expects each to retain the following essential elements in the Circuit Meeting: 

• The Loving-Learning-Leading process, including: 

o Loving:  Worship, Spiritual Development/Accountability, and Development of the Covenant 

o Learning:  Learning for Common Language and the Reflect-Adjust-Do process for iterative growth 

o Leading:  Ministry Action Planning in the local church 

• Intentional Communication, including regular communication with the district superintendent. 

• The Four Accountabilities (spiritual, relational, missional, and vocational). 

 

Spiritual Leadership, Inc. shares that groups bear the 

greatest fruit as trust (through loving) and meaningful 

learning thrive.  Experience shows groups need consistent 

participation for at least six hours a month to thrive, and 

most people take a few months to build trust in the group 

and the process.  We expect each circuit to take the 

curriculum and adjust it to its own situation such as 

making time for lunch, adding in time to do collaborative 

sermon planning, or splitting the time into to bi-monthly 

meeting times.  Each group is unique, your gifts and style 

for leadership are different, the Spirit can inspire each 

group to more than what is offered here in these 

materials.  Circuit Leaders are welcome to reach out to 



other Circuit Leaders during the monthly Circuit Leaders Meeting, the district superintendent, or the Circuit Transition 

Team if the group would like assistance in finding a pattern for its Circuit Meeting. 

 

This curriculum extensively uses online videos, documents, and forms.  Links to each item are found within the 

curriculum and duplicated in the appendix.  Additionally, the following guides occur throughout the curriculum: 

 

Resource Indicator.  This symbol notes an online resource.  Resource links come at the end of each 
Cornerstone agenda and are duplicated in the appendix.  Specifically, videos may be streamed or 
downloaded in advance. 

 

Idea Indicator.  This symbol offers one idea for the group process.  Adjust or disregard these ideas to 
best fit the group’s context. 

Notes 
Notes are included as a new process or element are introduced to provide brief orientation to the 
bigger picture. 

 

Finally, the Conference and Circuit Ministry to continue to grow and evolve.  The world and local contexts continually 

change.  Conversations with partner groups and agencies continue as we refine how best to align our process and 

resources to accomplish the Mission God has set before us! 

 

Questions about Circuit Ministry, the Circuit Meeting, or Resources may be 

directed to your district superintendent or Rev. Dr. Jaye Johnson, Director of 

Congregational Excellence (jaye.johnson@iaumc.org or 515-974-8931). 
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